Mapping and characterization of transcriptional pause sites in the early genetic region of bacteriophage T7.
During transcription of DNA templates in vitro, Escherichia coli RNA polymerase pauses at certain sequences before resuming elongation. Previous studies have established that some pausing events are brought about by the formation of RNA hairpin structures in the nascent transcript; however, it is not known whether this is an invariant and causal relationship. We have mapped and characterized almost 200 distinct pause sites located within the early region of bacteriophage T7 DNA using a collection of T7 deletion mutant DNAs and taking advantage of a procedure that permits synchronous transcription from the T7 A1 promoter. The pausing pattern is sensitive both to the overall concentration of nucleotide substrates and to the relative concentrations of the four nucleotides. The apparent Ks value for a particular nucleoside triphosphate can vary over a 500-fold range depending on the nucleotide sequence, and pausing at some sites can be induced by modest reductions in substrate concentrations. However, pausing is not solely a consequence of substrate limitation. Pausing at certain sites is caused by some feature of the template or of the transcript itself. Substitution of inosine triphosphate (ITP) for GTP during transcription strongly affects the pattern and strength of pausing events, suggesting that base-pairing interactions involving the RNA strand are important for some pausing events. Other pauses are determined by sequences downstream from the elongation site that have not yet been transcribed, and pausing at these sites is generally insensitive to substitution of IMP for GMP in the nascent transcript. Pausing at one particular site on T7 DNA is strongly enhanced by the presence of E. coli gene nusA protein. These results confirm that there are multiple classes of sites that lead to transcriptional pausing, and provide a collection of sites for further study. Using selected pause sites in the early region of T7 DNA, we have tried to evaluate the possible roles of primary sequence, base composition and secondary structure in pausing. Computer analysis was used to compare primary sequences and potential RNA hairpin structures in transcripts for pauses known to share similar biochemical properties. We see no correlation of pause sites with regions of particular base composition or with specific primary sequences. While some pauses are correlated with the potential to form stable RNA hairpins just upstream from the growing point of the RNA chain, there is not a strict one-to-one relationship between predicted RNA hairpins and the location of pause sites.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)